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Let k ; K be a finitely generated field extension of transcendence degree 1.
 .  .Consider the corresponding extension D k ; D K of skew fields of the first1 1
 .  .Weyl algebra. We show that the D k -valuations of D K are in one-to-one1 1
 .correspondence with the k-valuations of K. The intersection of the D k -val-1
 .  .uation rings of D K is not D k as one would expect but a principal ideal1 1
 .domain such that its quotient division ring is D K . If D is a positive divisor, then1
 .   .  . 4L D s f g D K : div f q D G 0 is a finite-dimensional vector space over1
 .D k whose dimension equals the degree of D. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.1
 .The first Weyl algebra over an arbitrary field L is the L-algebra A L1
generated by two variables X and Y which satisfy the relation XYyYX s
1. This algebra is a simple Noetherian domain and it is well known that
 .each element of A L may be expressed in a unique way as a linear1
combination of elements of the form X iY j. The nth filtration group of the
Bernstein filtration is the L-vector space generated by all elements X iY j
 .with i q j F n. Its associated graded algebra is the commutative polyno-
mial algebra in two variables. More details about the Weyl algebra may be
w xfound in 1 , while unexplained terminology about filtrations comes from
w xthe monograph 2 .
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and consider
the function field K of a non-singular projective curve C over k. This
means that K is a finitely generated field extension of k of transcendence
degree 1. Remember that the points of the curve C are in bijective
correspondence with the discrete valuations ¨ of K which are zero on k.
Therefore we will use the curve C in order to parametrize these valua-
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¨ tions. Such a discrete valuation ¨ induces a filtration on K : F K s x g Kn
 . 4  .N ¨ x G yn . This filtration may be extended to A K , the first Weyl1
¨   ..algebra over K, as follows: F A K is the image of the set of alln 1
 : ¨polynomials of K X, Y with coefficients in F K under the canonicaln
 :  .K-algebra homomorphism from K X, Y to A K . Note that the filtra-1
 .tion degree of an element of A K may immediately be decided from its1
  .standard form we say that an element of A K is in standard form when1
i j.it is written as a sum of mutually distinct monomials of the form X Y .
Finally, it is easy to extend this filtration to the quotient division ring
 .  .D K of A K . The resulting filtration is exhaustive, separated, and1 1
 .w y1 xstrong. The associated graded algebra is isomorphic to D k T , T and1
w x ¨   ..hence a domain. From 3, Proposition 3.1 we obtain that F D K is a0 1
 . w xdiscrete valuation ring of D K in the sense of O. Schilling 4 . Its unique1
¨   ..maximal ideal is F D K . In particular, we have a valuation fromy1 1
 .D K to Z which we denote again by ¨ . It enjoys the usual properties,1
 .  .  .  .  .   .  .4e.g., ;a, b g D K : ¨ ab s ¨ a q ¨ b and ¨ a q b G min ¨ a , ¨ b .1
 .  . ¨This last inequality is even an equality if ¨ a / ¨ b . Furthermore, Fn
  ..   .  . 4  .D K s a g D K : ¨ a G yn . Note that D k is contained in1 1 1
¨   .. ¨   ..F D K . Moreover, any one-sided ideal of F D K is two-sided and0 1 0 1
¨   ..  .F D K is invariant under the inner automorphisms of D K .0 1 1
 .  .Actually, all D k -valuations on D K are obtained in this way:1 1
 .  .THEOREM. If ¨ is a D k -¨aluation on D K , then the ¨alue of ¨ on1 1
n, m i j  .   . 4 a X Y a g K is just min ¨ a ; i s 0, . . . , n, j s 0, . . . , m .i, js0 i j i j i j
Proof. Let F s n, m a X iY j and let p be its claimed value. Clearly,i, js0 i j
 .¨ F G p. To prove equality, we proceed by induction on n, the filtration
degree of F in the Bernstein filtration. The case n s 0 is trivial, so
suppose the valuation is given by the minimum of the valuations on the
 .coefficients for all elements of A K with filtration degree strictly smaller1
 .  n, m i jy1.than n. In particular, we obtain that ¨ XFyFX s¨  ja X Y si, js0 i j
  . 4  .  n , m iy 1 j.min ¨ a : j / 0 and ¨ YF y FY s ¨ y ia X Y si j i , js 0 i j
  . 4  .  . min ¨ a : i/0 . But ¨ XFyFX G¨ F Gp and similarly for ¨ YFyi j
.  .  .  .FY . If there is some coefficient a with i, j / 0, 0 and ¨ a s p,i j i j
 .then the above reasoning yields that ¨ F s p. In the remaining case,
 .  .¨ F must be equal to ¨ a s p.00
 .  .Let R be the intersection of all the D k -valuation rings of D K .1 1
The aim of this note is to investigate the properties of R. It is clear that
 .  .  .D k : R. The element 1r X q a a g K _ k shows that the inclusion is1
strict. The same element indicates that R is not a skew field, because an
 .element r of R is invertible if and only if for all ¨ g C the valuation ¨ r
equals zero. Nevertheless, R possesses many invertible elements, for
 .  .instance, aX q Y r X q aY . From the definition of R, it is clear that
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every one-sided ideal of R is two-sided, and that R is invariant under the
 .inner automorphisms of D K . We can say more about the ideals of R if1
we introduce divisors. A divisor is defined as an element of the free
abelian group on the set C of all k-valuations of K. Thus a divisor is a
formal sum D s  n ¨ with almost all integers n equal to zero.¨ g C ¨ ¨
 .  .Every element q of D K induces a divisor in a canonical way: div q s1
 . ¨ q ¨ . Moreover, we define a partial ordering on the set of all¨ g C
divisors in the usual way: D s  n ¨ G 0 m n G 0 ;¨ g C. The ring R¨ ¨ ¨
  .  . 4is then precisely q g D K : div q G 0 . The following observation is1
crucial for the classification of the ideals of R.
 .LEMMA. If D G 0 then there is an element r of R such that div r s D.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each ¨ g C there is an r in R such
 .  .  .  4that div r s ¨ , i.e., ¨ r s 1 and w r s 0 ;w g C _ ¨ . Pick a g K
 .such that ¨ a s y1 and write the divisor of a as the difference of two
 .effective divisors: div a s D y D with D G 0 and D G 0. It follows1 2 1 2
from the celebrated Riemann]Roch theorem that there exists an integer
N such that for any divisor D with degree larger than N the dimension of
 .   . 4the k-vector space L D s f g K : div f q D G 0 is given by deg
 .D q 1 y g. In this formula, g denotes the genus of the curve C and
 .deg D is the sum of the coefficients of D. Fix a positive divisor D of3
degree larger than N such that any valuation with non-zero coefficient in
D appears with zero coefficient in D . It is then easy to see that the2 3
 .dimension of the k-vector space L D q ¨ is one larger than that of3
 .  .  .L D . This enables us to find a non-zero b in L D q ¨ _ L D ,3 3 3
 .  .   .  .4whence ¨ b s y1 s ¨ a . Moreover, we have that max w a , w b G 0
 4  y1 y1.  y1 y1 .for all w g C _ ¨ . Define r s a X q b r a X q b q Y g
 .D K . If w is a k-valuation of K different from ¨ , then1
w ay1 X q by1 s min w ay1 , w by1 4 .  .  .
s ymax w a , w b 4 .  .
w ay1 X q by1 q Y s min w ay1 , w by1 , 0 4 .  .  .
s ymax w a , w b . 4 .  .
 .Hence w r s 0. On the other hand,
y1 y1  4¨ a X q b s min 1, 1 s 1 .
y1 y1  4¨ a X q b q Y s min 1, 1, 0 s 0. .
 .  .Thus ¨ r s 1 and div r s ¨ , as desired.
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THEOREM. R is a principal ideal domain.
Proof. We claim that the sum of two cyclic ideals is cyclic. Given two
ideals Ra and Rb, we will show that their sum is equal to Rc, where c is
 .   .  .4an element of R such that ¨ c s min ¨ a , ¨ b for all ¨ g C. If r and
 .   .  .4r 9 are in R then for all ¨ g C we have ¨ ra q r 9b G min ¨ ra , ¨ r 9b G
  .  .4  .min ¨ a , ¨ b s ¨ c , whence ra q r 9b g Rc and Ra q Rb : Rc. Let
  ..a s FrG and b s F9rG F, F9, G g A K and fix an integer n larger1
than the degree of F in the Bernstein filtration. If we define b9 s F9X nrG,
 .  n .  .then Rb s Rb9. Also, ¨ a q b9 s ¨ F q F 9 X y ¨ G s
  .  .4  .   .  .4  .m in ¨ F , ¨ F 9 y ¨ G s m in ¨ a , ¨ b s ¨ c , whence
 .c g R aqb9 : Ra q Rb9 s Ra q Rb. We have shown that any
finitely generated ideal is cyclic and moreover that if b f Ra, then Ra q
 .  .Rb s Rc with 0 F div c - div a . Consequently, any ascending chain of
ideals must terminate and R is a principal ideal domain.
COROLLARY. R is a Noetherian domain and its quotient di¨ ision ring is
 .D K .1
 .  .Proof. If q is an arbitrary element of D K , then div q may be1
written as D y D with D G 0 and D G 0. The lemma yields elements1 2 1 2
 .  .r and r of R such that div r s D and div r s D . It follows that1 2 1 1 2 2
qr ry1 is a unit of R and hence that q is in the quotient division ring2 1
of R.
Is the Riemann]Roch theorem valid for the skew-field extension D1
 .  .  . k : D K ? For any divisor we may define the set L D s f g1
 .  . 4  .  .D K : div f q D G 0 . In particular L 0 s R and each L D is an1
 .R]R bimodule. The ideals of R are precisely the L D with D F 0. The
 .theorem yields that any L D is isomorphic to R as R]R bimodules.
 .  .Observe that if D F D then L D : L D . In order to calculate the1 2 1 2
 .codimension over D k , we concentrate on the maximal ideals of R and1
 .the various filtrations on R induced by the valuations on D K . Let1
¨   ..  .F D K be the filtration on D K induced by the valuation ¨ g C. Inn 1 1
¨   ..particular, the valuation ring of ¨ is F D K and its unique maximal0 1
¨   .. ¨   ..  .ideal is F D K . The intersection m s R l F D K s L y¨ isy1 1 ¨ y1 1
a maximal ideal of R and we get in this way a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of maximal ideals of R and the curve C. Moreover we
have:
¨   ..PROPOSITION. R s F D K .m 0 1¨
¨   ..Proof. Write the divisor of an element q of F D K as a difference0 1
D y D of two disjoint positive divisors. By disjoint we mean that the sets1 2
of valuations with non-zero coefficient are disjoint. Again we may find r ini
 . y1R such that div r s D and consequently we have that q equals r r upi i 1 2
 .to a unit of R. As desired, r is not in m because ¨ q G 0.2 ¨
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¨   .. ¨   ..This yields that the canonical map Rrm ª F D K rF D K is¨ 0 1 y1 1
 .  .an isomorphism. In particular, Rrm ( D k and even R s D k q m .¨ 1 1 ¨
The associated graded algebra of R with the induced filtration
 ¨   .. .   ..F D K l R corresponds under the isomorphism G D K (n 1 n ¨ 1
 .w y1 x  .w y1 xD k T , T to D k T . It is easy to check that for all divisors D and1 1
 .  .for all ¨ g C, we have L D s m L D q ¨ , whence¨
L D q ¨ rL D ( Rrm m L D q ¨ ( Rrm ( D k . .  .  .  .¨ R ¨ 1
Consequently, the Riemann]Roch theorem becomes:
 .  .THEOREM. If D F D , then the dimension of L D rL D o¨er1 2 2 1
 .D k is just the degree of the di¨ isor D y D .1 2 1
Observe that this formula is independent of the genus of the curve C!
   ...   ..Let F D K be the Bernstein filtration and F R s F D K l Rn 1 n n n 1
 .be the induced filtration. Note that D k is not a subset of F R. The1 0
  ..associated graded algebra G D K is isomorphic to the graded quotient1
w xfield of K X, Y . We will use this isomorphism to show:
 .   ..PROPOSITION. G R s G D K .1
m i myi w xProof. Consider a polynomial p s  a X Y of K X, Y . Theis0 i m
m i myi  .  .element  a X Y of A K will be denoted by q. Write div q asis0 i 1
 .  .D y D D , D G 0 . Pick r g R such that div r s D . Say r s FrG1 2 1 2 2
 .with F, G g A K and let n g N be larger than the degree of G in the1
 n . n .y1Bernstein filtration. Define a s rX q rX q 1 . It is clear that s
 .  n .   . 4a s p. We have that ¨ rX q 1 s min ¨ r , 0 for all ¨ g C by the
 .choice of n. It is then easy to check that div a s D , whence a g R.1
y1 y1 .  .Finally, if m ) 0, then r 9 s q q 1 is in R and s r 9 s p .
 .  .w y1 xThus G R ( K XrY Y, Y and it follows that F R is a strongn
filtration. It is easy to construct an invertible element of R such that its
filtration degree equals some fixed integer, whence every F R is a cyclicn
F R-module. From the fact that R is a principal ideal domain we obtain0
that F R is also a principal ideal domain. The induced filtration on F R is0 0
 w x.however not Zariskian cf. 2 since the Jacobson radical of F R equals0
zero.
 .  .Consider A K as a graded algebra deg X s 1, deg Y s y1 . Let1
g  ..  . g  ..Q A K be the graded quotient field of A K , i.e., Q A K s1 1 1
 .w y1 x  . gK XY X, X , w , where w XY s XY q 1. Let R denote the intersec-
g  .. gtion Q A K l R. Then R turns out to be a graded ring such that for1
all r g R there is a unit u of R such that ur is a homogeneous element of
R g. An easy modification of the corresponding proof for R shows that R g
is a graded principal ideal domain.
 .If tr ? deg K ) 1, then the structure of the intersection of the D k -k 1
 .valuations of D K is not yet clear to us.1
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